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Abstract 

 An objective perceptual video quality measure based on a simple perceptual 

improvement of the ANSI video quality measure is presented. The correlation 

between predicted objective and observed subjective scores is 0.31 for the 

ANSI based implementation and 0.87 for perceptual improved quality measure.  

________ 

1. Introduction 

Within question 11 objective measurement methods for evaluating audio-visual quality in 

multimedia services is studied. Such methods can be devided into two classes, one in which 

the system under test is characterised using know-how of the system, and one where the 

quality of the output signal is characterised using a model of human perception. The first 

approach will be called glass-box approach because one needs a model of the system under 

test (Figure 1) while in the second one the system itself is not modelled and viewed as a  

black box (Figure 2). The advantage of the black box approach is that no information is 

needed about the system under test. Glass box approaches for modern telecommunication 

systems are extremely difficult because of the non-linear, time-varying behaviour of these 

systems. 
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FIGURE 1 

Glass box approach towards objective measurement of the quality of an audio/video 

system.  A model of the system is used to estimate its parameters, using a test signal 

that is appropriate for the device. The set of parameters is mapped to the subjective 

quality of the audio/video system 
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FIGURE 2 

Black box approach towards objective measurement of the quality of an audio/video 

system.  A computer model of the subject is used to compare the output of the device 

under test with the input, using any audio/video signal that is appropriate for the 

service provided (speech, music, natural video scenes, etc). 

 

For speech quality measurement the glass box approach has resulted in a number of  models 

[1], [2] while for the black box approach  recently a perceptual model (PSQM, [13], [14]) 

was accepted for measuring telephone-band speech quality [5]. Because the glass box 

approach is not suited for modern non-linear, time-varying systems such as low bit rate speech 

codecs they are supplemented with subjective evaluations [1]. The black box approach can be 

used for any system as long as large sets of speech signals are used in combination with an 

accurate model of human auditory perception.  
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For video quality measurement ANSI accepted a standard [6] that was also submitted to 

ITU-T SG 12 as a proposal [7]. However, in the ANSI approach the glass box and black box 

approach are mixed in contrast to the recommendations on measuring speech quality. In order 

to keep study group 12 recommendations coherent it is to be preferred to split objective video 

quality recommendations into glass box and a black box approaches. 

The ANSI proposal [7] starts with a number of measurements using test signals for 

determining model parameters like gain and offset (glass box approach). Because of the 

non-linear, time-varying behaviour of modern video codecs this approach only has a limited 

value. In a separate section a black box approach is proposed applicable to natural scenes. It 

allows the use of a large set of quality parameters derived from the comparison of the input 

and output as in Figure 2. However, no single model specification is given allowing a wide 

variety of different implementations. This contrasts the recommendation on measuring 

telephone-band speech quality [5] where a single parameter is constructed that showed a high 

correlation in an independent validation by the NTT [8]. In order to keep study group 12 

recommendations coherent, and allow comparison of results obtained with objective 

measurement systems, a recommendation on objective video quality should include a single 

unique implementation that correlates well with the subjectively perceived video quality.  

In this contribution a proposal is given for such a unique implementation. The scope of the 

objective perceptual video quality measure that is proposed is limited to low and medium 

quality video (less than television quality). The database used in this contribution resulted 

from a subjective test of different MPEG-4 video codec proposals [9]. This subjective test was 

based on ITU-R Recommendation 500 [10] using an eleven point (0 = poor quality, 10 = 

excellent quality) single stimulus method.  

In section 2 an ANSI based video quality measure will be presented. After validation of this 

ANSI quality measure in section 3, the perceptual improvement is introduced and validated in 

section 4. An overview of the results and the conclusions are presented in the last section.  

2. The ANSI based video quality measure 

A first point of attention in implementing the ANSI method is that no space is defined in 

which all calculations have to be performed. Implicitly the standard only deals with the 

luminance signal. However, ignoring colour information is not acceptable in a video quality 

measure that must cope with a wide variety of distortions. Therefore, we decided to extend the 

recommendation to the colour domain. The best space for all calculations is the one where 

equal distances represent equally perceptible differences. Although literature provides many 

examples of such spaces the one that is most widely used for colour television is the L*u*v* 

space [11]. Most video representations however use a luminance signal Y and two colour 

difference signals derived from the RGB signals of a camera. The RGB video representations 

are compressed representations of the actual RGB signals because of the gamma correction 

used in television. In our implementation of the objective video quality measure we started to 

convert the CIF YCRCB signals to RGB representations which were then expanded with a 

gamma of 2.8. Next the signals were transformed to the L*u*v* representation [11]. All 

results given in this contribution are based on calculations in this L*u*v* space. 

Within the ANSI proposal a large set of quality indicators is proposed. This report starts with 

the evaluation of the first 10 quality indicators as given in Table A1 of [7]. These indicators 
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have the advantage that they can be calculated fairly easy, no large storage is required because 

both the input frame and output frame of the video sequence are mapped onto a single scalar. 

If each quality indicator is calculated in all three dimensions of the L*u*v* space we get a 

total number of 30 quality parameters. However, indicator 5 is only calculated on the 

luminance signal L* while all indicators that use the Sobel operator (edge detection, nr. 6, 7, 8 

and 10) turned out to have a chrominance weighting that was about the same for both the u* 

and v* component. To keep the number of free parameters as low as possible the two 

chrominance parameters for these indicators are combined to a single parameter. This results 

in a total of 24 quality parameters derived from the 10 quality indicators. 

Because of computational and storage limits the number of video sequences had to be limited 

to around 40. In the validation of the ANSI model two MPEG-4 subsets with around 40 

sequences were used. A fundamental problem in the validation is that the large number of free 

parameters in the model will always lead to high correlations on small databases. However, 

the model parameters can be fitted to one set of sequences and then be used to predict the 

subjective scores of a second set. When the experimental contexts of both sets are the same 

the model should give a high correlation without having to refit the data. This procedure is 

carried out in the next section. 

3. Validation of the ANSI based video quality measure 

The ANSI model was optimised on a set of 40 sequences of the MPEG-4 database (database 

MPEG-4a) using a multiple linear regression [12]. This optimisation resulted in a correlation 

of 0.89 (see Figure 3). If only the luminance signal L* is used the correlation dropped to 0.73, 

too low for use in practical measurements. Colour information can thus not be neglected in an 

objective video quality measure.
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 FIGURE 3 

Results of the ANSI based video quality measure on the MPEG-4a 

database using an optimal multiple linear regression on the subjective 

results of the MPEG-4a database. Correlation of this optimal fit is 

0.89. 

  

Next the subjective scores of a second set of 36 sequences, database MPEG-4b, were 

predicted using the regression coefficients obtained from the optimisation of the ANSI model 

on the MPEG-4a database. The result was a correlation of 0.31 (see Figure 4) showing that the 

predictive power of the model is too low in order to be useful in practical situations. The 

reason for this is probably that the 24 quality parameters only have a limited perceptual 

interpretation. Subjects do not map solely an input frame and an output frame to a scalar and 

then compare these numbers, but will also compare the most relevant parts on a local space 

scale. Our goal is now to update the ANSI model using the best parts of it in combination with 

a number of new indicators that are based on know how of the human visual system. 
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 FIGURE 4 

Results of the prediction of the subjective scores of the MPEG-4b 

database with the ANSI based video quality measure. Correlation 

between predicted and observed scores is 0.31. 

 

4. A perceptual video quality measure based on the ANSI approach 

Experience in the development of objective audio quality measures have led to the insight that 

exact modelling of the peripheral processes found in human perception has only limited value. 

Inclusion of simple cognitive aspects of perception are needed in order to get high correlations 

between objective and subjective results. A basic idea that proved to be very successful in 

audio quality measurements is the asymmetry between distortions caused by introducing new 

artefacts versus distortions caused by leaving out parts of the original signal [13], [14]. This 

effect is also included in the ANSI video quality measure by using separate quality indicators 

for added versus lost motion energy, and added versus lost edge energy (see [7]).  

The rational behind the asymmetry effect is that when something is left out of the original the 

remaining signal is still one coherent percept while the introduction of an artefact causes a 

disintegrated additional percept leading to a more objectionable distortion.  

The key idea to improve the ANSI quality measure is to use the idea of asymmetry on a pixel 

matrix basis. In the ANSI document three different levels of quality features are defined, 

scalar, vector and matrix features. In the previous section the implemented quality measure 

was derived only from the scalar features. With this implementation one needs large databases 

because of the great number of freedoms that are used in the multiple regression. Furthermore 

it was shown in the previous section that predicting subjective scores for a database using a 

model optimised on a slightly different database, is not feasible. Extending the model with 
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vector and matrix features would give an even larger number of free parameters, thus 

increasing the problem even more.  

Therefore a more basic perceptual approach was taken to develop a quality measure that uses 

less parameters and has good predictive power. In literature there are many models that deal 

with the lower levels of auditory perception (see e.g. [15]). However, as stated, the higher 

levels of cognitive processing dominate the perception of audio and video quality. A 

combination of perceptual and cognitive modelling for measuring video quality could not be 

found in the literature. 

The asymmetry idea however was used in an earlier paper by the originators of the ANSI 

model [16] in a more fundamental form. They implemented it by using a quality indicator 

derived from the positive difference between the sobel filtered output and input frames 

(introduced edges). Furthermore they made a distinction between still and moving parts. This 

idea is combined with the following basics of human perception: 

1. The luminance channel is more sensitive to spatial edges then the chrominance channel 

[18] 

2. When objects are moving spatial edges become less dominant [17] 

This leads to the following sets of quality parameters: 

 ( )( ) ( )( ){ }Q mean still Sobel OUT still Sobel INL L1 = −
+ * *     (1) 

 ( )( ) ( )( ){ }Q mean still Sobel OUT still Sobel INL L2 = −
− * *

    (2) 

 { } { }Q mean still OUT still IN mean still OUT still INu u v v3 = − + −( ) ( ) ( ) ( )* * * *  (3)  

 { }Q mean motion OUT motion INL L4 = −( ) ( )* *      (4)  

 { }Q mean motion OUT motion INu u5 = −( ) ( )* *  

    { }+ −mean motion OUT motion INv v( ) (* *     (5)  

The Sobel operator is again used as edge detector. The mean+
 and mean−

 operators indicate 

the mean over the positive parts (introduced edges, blocking) and the mean over the negative 

parts (left out edges, blurring) respectively. When these parameters are combined with 

parameters derived from the following ANSI quality indicators: 

( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )

A RMS
std Sobel IN std Sobel OUT

std Sobel IN
time

space n space n

space n

1 =
−

,  (6) 

 

( ) ( ){ }( )A f RMS IN RMS OUTtime2 0= −max , ,∆ ∆  (7) 
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     with 

{ }( ) { }( )( )
∆ ∆IN IN IN OUT OUT OUT

f x std high pass filter x

high pass filter respons  -   -

n n n n

time t time t

= − = −

=

=

− −1 1

1 2 1

,

( )

 

and  

( )

( )
A

std OUT

std INtime

space

space

3 10=





















max log ,

∆

∆
 (8) 

we get a total number of  13 quality parameters. From A1 two quality parameters, Q6, Q7 are 

derived, one for the luminance L* and one for the combined chrominance signal. From A2 and 

A3  six quality parameters are derived, Q8,.. Q13, because A2 and A3 operate on the L*u*v* 

components separately. This perceptual ANSI model thus has only about half the number of 

quality parameters when compared to the ANSI model presented in section 2.  

When the model is optimised on the MPEG-4a database the correlation between objective and 

subjective results is 0.93 (see Figure 5). 
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 FIGURE 5 

Results of the perceptual video quality measure on the MPEG-4a 

database using an optimal multiple linear regression on the subjective 

results of the MPEG-4a database. Correlation of this optimal fit is 

0.93. 
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Although this is only marginally better that the ANSI approach presented in the previous 

section (see Figure 3), the proof of the power of this perceptual model lies in the prediction of 

the subjective scores of database MPEG-4b. The correlation between predicted and measured 

scores is 0.87 (see Figure 6) which significantly better then the 0.31 of the ANSI approach 

(see Figure 4). 
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 FIGURE 6 

Results of the prediction of the subjective scores of the MPEG-4b 

database with the perceptual video quality measure. Correlation 

between predicted and observed scores is 0.87. 

 

5. Results and conclusions 

Table 1 gives an overview of the results. It is clear that the ANSI based video quality measure 

derived from [7], does not give reliable predictions of the subjective video quality. If the 

ANSI based quality measure would be extended to include more distortions, the number of 

free parameters would become too big. The perceptual video quality measure based on the 

ANSI approach requires only half of the number of free model parameters, while the 

correlation between predicted subjective scores and observed subjective scores increases from 

0.31 to 0.87. Although this correlation is still below the correlation required for accurate 

predictions we think the model is a good basis for a newly to be developed ITU-T 

recommendation on the objective measurement of video quality. 
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Table 1. Overview of the results. The trained correlations are derived from an optimal fit of 
the free parameters on the subjective data. The untrained correlations are real predictions. 

MODEL NUMBER OF 

FREE PARAMETERS 

CORRELATION  

TRAINED 

CORRELATION  

UNTRAINED 

ANSI 24 0.89  0.31 

ANSI + perceptual 13 0.93 0.87 
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